R58.0 BRITANIANS

MODULE C4
R58.1 BRITANIAN BACKGROUND
   R58.1A BRITANIAN SPECIAL MOVEMENT RULE
   R58.1B BRITANIAN ALTERNATIVE MOVEMENT RULE
   R58.1C BRITANIAN ALTERNATIVE MOVEMENT RULE
R58.2 BRITANIAN HEAVY CRUISER (CA)
R58.3 BRITANIAN DREADNOUGHT (DN)

MODULE P6
R58.4 BRITANIAN WAR CRUISER (CW)
R58.5 BRITANIAN WAR DESTROYER (DW)
R58.6 BRITANIAN DRONE WAR DESTROYER (DWD)
R58.7 BRITANIAN WAR DESTROYER MINESWEEPER (DWM)
R58.8 BRITANIAN WAR DESTROYER SCOUT (DWS)
R58.9 BRITANIAN COMMANDO WAR DESTROYER (DWG)
R58.10 BRITANIAN FRIGATE (FF)